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ProtoPredator for Smart Meters
“ProtoPredator for Smart Meters
automates security and other
testing of devices to help
manufacturers and utilities
harden meters against electronic
fraud, tampering and intrusion.”
-- Brent Huston
ProtoPredator for Smart Meters
is an eﬃcient, eﬀective and
comprehensive tool that brings
optical assessment & ANSI
C12.18 protocol validation to
asset owners & operators.

The tool makes it easy for device
manufacturers and utilities to validate meter
optical security, configuration & operation.
ProtoPredator® for Smart
Meters is a state-of-the-art
security testing tool for the
optical interfaces on smart
meter devices that meet the
ANSI C12.18 standard.

It includes the ability to build arbitrary
packets and “converse” with the
meter in real time, or build
prepackaged sets of packets to be
delivered or replayed, allowing for
easy regression testing and bug fix
verification.

In the hands of a knowledgable tester,
ProtoPredator® for Smart Meters
makes it easy to test for, isolate,
demonstrate and verify security and
configuration issues so that they can
be mitigated long before the devices
are deployed in the field.

This is a unique testing tool that uses
bleeding edge fuzzing techniques
to identify security issues in smart
meter software. Combined with an
optical coupler, it allows a Windows
machine to be used to connect to
and interact with a smart meter.

The tool allows testers to fuzz the
various command structures of the
meter, attempt a variety of table
tampering, create sessions that
validate protocol rules and even
experiment with “what if” scenarios in
a repeatable, documented and
controlled way.

Easily test for conditions like:
• Improper authentication
• Input validation issues
• Improper logging
• Protocol violations
• Insecure configuration
• Alerting and reporting problems
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ProtoPredator® for Smart Meters
includes a mechanism for manually
constructing arbitrary packets and
delivering them to the meter, an
automated fuzzing mechanism for
the protocol and the ability to build
and replay sessions of packets to
either stress test the meter or
perform regression testing against
new software versions or
configurations.

ProtoPredator® for Smart
Meters at a glance:
• Easy to use Windows GUI
• Easy to monitor, manage and
demonstrate testing to
management teams
• Packet replay capability
empowers testers to easily
perform testing, verification
and demonstrations
• Manual packet builder
• Packet builder includes a
standards compliant
automated checksum
generator for each packet
• Automated packet session
engine
• Full interaction logging
• Graphical interface display
with real time testing results,
progress meters and visual
estimations
• Flexibility in the testing
environment or meter
conditions

What does this mean for you?
It means you can spend more time
testing and less time worrying
with serial configurations,
scripting and the custom coding
that is often involved with smart
meter optical testing.
Packet replay capability empowers
testers to easily perform regression
testing, vulnerability mitigation
verification and demonstration of
identified issues to management &
other stakeholders.
The manual packet builder features
real-time interaction and
conversation with the meter,
making exploration, verification and
test case building simple. The packet
builder also includes a standards
compliant automated checksum
generator for each packet, eliminating
one of the hurdles for most testing
teams.
The automated packet engine allows
testers to leverage popular scripting
languages and other pre- existing
tools for creation of packet streams.
Testing can be paused and resumed
to allow for flexibility in the testing
environment or meter conditions.

Full interaction logging allows for easy
review of tests and their results. This
makes accurate reporting of technical
details a simple task.
And you get all this in a graphical
interface display with real-time testing
results, useful configuration
management and visual estimations
of time remaining for automated tests.
Requirements
The application requires Windows XP
or greater, an optical connector

suitable for your meter system and a
smart meter for testing.
Knowledge of the ANSI C12.18
protocol is also required. The tool
does NOT replace knowledge of the
protocol and protocol requirements.

Why not give us a call today
and schedule an appointment
with our team to discuss it?
You’ll be glad you did.

ProtoPredator for Smart Meters is used in the MicroSolved device testing
lab every day, so we know from experience how it can help YOU.
We’ve been a leader in information security industry since 1992. Our experience with network security, application
testing and data protection are unrivaled, even by the “Big 5 Auditing Firms”. In terms of ethics, you won’t find another
vendor even close. We don’t hire hackers, and we don’t release attack tools to make them better. We are 100% bonded,
insured and back- ground checked. Lastly, MSI really works hard to achieve excellence. We provide better
methodologies, smarter solutions and better deliverables than our competition. We invite you to contact us at
info@microsolved.com or call us at 1-866-351-1237 to start the conversation.
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